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President’s Column 
William Deatherage, KACDL President, can be reached at bdeatherage@dmlfirm.com 

 
Summer is about over, and fall is approaching.  In a few weeks, KACDL will host its 
annual convention and seminar at the Galt House in Louisville.  This year, we are 
fortunate to have an interesting array of speakers who will share their knowledge, 
experience, and expertise with us on Friday, 30 October 2015, commencing at 9:00 
a.m. (EDT).  We invite you to join us for an interesting and informative educational 
opportunity.  As always, you will receive CLE credits for attending. 
 

On Thursday night, KACDL's Board of Directors will hold a board meeting at the Galt House in Louisville, commencing 
at 4:00 p.m. (EDT).  You are cordially invited to attend the meeting, and we welcome your ideas and participation.  
KACDL is your organization.  It exists for the purpose of serving the criminal defense bar in Kentucky, and to promote 
the fair administration of criminal justice in our Commonwealth.  We are the only state-wide organization that serves 
that purpose.   
 
We encourage your input and participation, and we need your support as a member.  KACDL serves as the watch dog 
for Kentucky criminal defense lawyers.  We monitor and attempt to influence proposed legislation; we monitor and 
attempt to influence proposed criminal rules; and, we promote a fair and equal criminal justice system in the 
Commonwealth.  The more members we have, the louder our voice is heard. 
 
If you are a member of KACDL, we thank you, and we appreciate your membership.  If you are not a member, we 
enthusiastically encourage you to join us.  We need your support, and we welcome your participation.   
 
As an aside, I direct your attention to the article in this newsletter regarding the alarming rate of errors made in the 
FBI's microscopic analysis of hair.  In a joint review, the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL), The 
Innocence Project, the FBI, and the Department of Justice worked together, and it was concluded that, in at least ninety 
percent of the trial transcripts analyzed, the examiners' testimony contained erroneous statements.  This is a significant 
finding, and it is likely to affect many convictions.  I encourage you to read the article, for it may help you correct a past 
injustice, and it may assist your efforts to prevent a future conviction based on erroneous testimony. 
 
I hope to see you at the Galt House in late October. 
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Legislative Update: News from the Interim 
Ernie Lewis, KACDL Legislative Agent, can be reached at ernie.lewis@gmail.com 

 

In recent years, it has been possible to determine what the next agenda for the Kentucky General Assembly is going 
to be by watching what is being discussed in the interim.  Over the past few years, task forces have been appointed 
that discussed prescription drugs, reform of our drug laws, and juvenile justice, to name a few.  Most of the major 
initiatives in criminal justice have come from those task forces.  To be clear, legislators have felt no compunction 
about filing hundreds of criminal justice bills, many of them 2, 3, or 4 times, despite never receiving a vote in either 
Senate or House Judiciary Committees.  The action has not been with those bills, but rather the issues being 
discussed in the interim. 
 
What is going on now in those interim meetings?  The Interim Joint Committee on 
the Judiciary met on June 15, 2015.  Public Advocate Ed Monahan presented the 
Department of Public Advocacy’s plan for the 2016 General Assembly.  He 
presented a progressive and visionary four-point plan.  Point #1 was the reduction 
of costs through the use of alternative sentencing plans, the reclassification of 
misdemeanors to violations, and the use of risk assessments to parole low and 
moderate risk persons.  Point #2 was the need for resources to ensure 
effectiveness, including more resources for conflict attorneys, the reduction of 
workloads, the expansion to 57 field offices, and an increase in compensation for 
DPA Directing Attorneys. Point #3 was a change in the law to treat excessive 
workloads as necessary governmental expenses.  Finally, he advocated in point #4 
the making of DPA into a separate cabinet, ensuring its independence (DPA is 
presently in the Justice Cabinet).  Supporting Ed was Rep. Brent Yonts, who again 
advocated for fills that he filed in the 2014 General Assembly.  Those included reclassifying numerous nonviolent 
misdemeanor offenses into misdemeanors, the creation of a gross misdemeanor category for low level nonviolent 
felonies, the early release of nonviolent misdemeanors, presumptive parole, and the elimination of PFO 2nd.   
Others who testified in support of Ed’s proposals were County Judge Tommy Turner, who testified in support of 
Rep. Yonts’ bills, and Ashli Watts of the Chamber of Commerce, who testified in support of reform to cut criminal 
justice costs. 
 
Rep. Benvenuti questioned whether criminal justice costs should be cut in the manner presented by Ed Monahan.  
He said that “we don’t want to save money with spilled blood.  We need to make sure people are held 
accountable.”  Sen. Ray Jones agreed with Ed that at 472 new open cases per lawyer the caseloads being carried by 
DPA lawyers were far too high.  He expressed surprise that a federal judge hadn’t struck down Kentucky’s public 
defense system due to excessive caseloads.   
 
On June 17, 2015, the Joint Committee on Health and Welfare met with a focus on DUI.  Carole Kaufman, a citizen, 
testified in favor of lowering the BA level from .08 to 05, noting that NITSA recommends this.  Rep. Benvenuti 
stated that Kentucky’s DUI laws are “insufficient”, and hopes that the 2016 General Assembly will focus on this 
issue.  He talked about the killing of Mark Hinkel, a Lexington attorney killed in a DUI-related accident recently.  
Benvenuti’s major focus is increasing the look-back provision from 5 to 10 years.   
 
The July Interim Joint Committee on the Judiciary focused on several topics.  First, there was a report from Van 
Ingram, Executive Director Office of Drug Control Policy, on overdose deaths.   Department of Corrections 
Commissioner LaDonna Thompson testified on what is happening in her system, including the impact of HB 463 on 
the Western Kentucky Correctional Complex.  Finally, Amshula Jayaram, State Policy Advocate for the Innocence 
Project, testified on “Improving the Accuracy of Eyewitness Testimony.” 
 

mailto:ernie.lewis@gmail.com
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In addition to these judiciary meetings, legislators are also focusing on the heroin bill in separate subcommittees. 
There is a Senate Bill 192 “implementation committee” that is talking about the heroin bill passed in the 2015 
General Assembly.  Secretary J. Michael Brown discussed funding for 20 new social workers for DPA was well as 
funding for prosecutors resulting from the bill.  In addition, other funding will be going to the purchase of vivitrol 
and for the creation of a neo-natal abstinence program.  There was also a discussion on needle exchanges in 
Louisville and Northern Kentucky.  There is a concern that the needle exchanges being set up are not “1 for 1” 
exchanges, which some Republicans believe encourages the use of heroin.  Sen. McDaniel testified that “we’re 
facilitating more dirty needles if there is no one-to-one exchange.”  The other topic of focus was on the Good 
Samaritan provisions of SB 192.  Commonwealth’s Attorney Rob Sanders testified against those provisions, saying 
“we’re turning the overdosers back into the community.”  He stated that the provisions were overbroad and that 
were other ways of accomplishing the saving of life granting immunity.  Another prosecutor testified that the major 
problem with the provision is that “the bill decriminalizes the possession of heroin.”  Susan Ealy of the Jefferson 
County Attorney’s Office testified that her office favored the Good Samaritan law because its goal was to save lives, 
and that it was too early to change the law.  Several public defenders, including Eva Hager and Steve Florian, 
testified in favor of the Good Samaritan provision.  Clearly, there will be an effort by some to repeal the Good 
Samaritan part of SB 192 in 2016.   
 
Finally, on August 24th, the Interim Judiciary Committee met again, this time at the Central Laboratory in Frankfort.  
While Dr. Tracy Corey and Laura Sudkamp both testified to the need for additional resources for the Medical 
Examiner’s Office and the Lab, more information of interest came from others.  Van Ingram, Director of ODCP, 
testified that judges are “throwing out” DUI cases when someone produces a prescription.  He stated that he 
wanted that to be “cleared up,” implying that they would be seeking a per se law in the next session.  He also 
stated that his office would be seeking to reclassify hydrocodone as a Schedule 2 controlled substance, consistent 
with the federal classification.  He said that synthetic drug trafficking should be reclassified as a felony, perhaps 
with a quantity specified.  Ms. Sudkamp stated that her office wanted a bill to require DNA samples to be taken 
from all persons arrested on a felony.  Van Ingram and Laura Sudkamp both referred to an experiment now ongoing 
to create a drug saliva PBT in DUI cases that would allow for roadside testing for drugs.   
 
One interesting exchange occurred with member and Sen. Robin Webb.  Sen. Webb started asking about the 
independence of the Central Lab, since it is located administratively in the Justice Cabinet.  After a couple of 
questions, she was cut off by Sen. Westerfield, and was none too pleased about it. 
 
The final topic of the day followed up on the 
conversation about the taking of DNA at arrest.  
Two presenters talked about the need for 
“Katie’s Law” in Kentucky.  As I’ve stated many 
times, be careful when any proposed 
legislation has a name attached to it.  Their 
emotional testimony was received well by the 
legislators, and you can expect this proposal to 
go far in 2016.   
  
That’s where we are in the late summer.  One 
caveat:  this is an election year when we 
decide who will run the Executive Branch for 
the next four years.  And the Senate Judiciary 
Chair is running for Attorney General.  Both 
could affect significantly the criminal justice 
agenda for the 2016 General Assembly.  
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More Reform is Needed to Reduce Waste and to  
Safely Save Counties and the State Millions 

Ed Monahan can be reached at ed.monahan@ky.gov 
 

Through the foresight of Kentucky leaders, 2011’s HB 463 has brought significant savings while 
not adversely affecting public safety. This is what taxpayers want.  However, more reforms are 
necessary to continue to reduce waste safely in the Kentucky criminal justice system and to 
achieve fully what taxpayers want.  While the Kentucky crime rate declines, the Kentucky 
corrections population continues to be above projections at a significant and unnecessary cost to 
the state.  

 
This prison incarceration graph illustrates the significant cost savings of HB 463 and its unrealized 
benefits. 

 

 

 

 

Since passage of HB 463 in 2011, scores of millions in prison costs have been safely saved. However, despite the foresight of 
those measures, many in the system, prosecutors, judges, and parole board members have discretion to avoid implementing the 
law as it was intended. Unfortunately, they are exercising that discretion against the law’s intent. That has resulted in a failure to 
fully reach all of the projected savings and have caused there to be more inmates incarcerated than projected. This has resulted 
in the state having to provide end-of-the-year funding, called necessary governmental expenses, above budgeted corrections 
budgets to the tune of $72.8 million over 4 years as follows: 
FY 2012 $20.5 
FY 2013 $25 
FY 2014 $15.5 
FY 2015 $11.8 
 
There are sound measures to address the waste. They include: 
 
Creating a mechanism for early release of non-violent misdemeanants. Good behavior, educational, and service credits now 
available only to felons would be extended to jail inmates. Conditional discharge of the remaining sentence of some non-violent 
misdemeanants would be required after service of 30 to 60 days. Conditional release of non-violent misdemeanants would save 
county jail expenses. This was filed in 2015 as House Bill 286. 
 
 

mailto:ed.monahan@ky.gov
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR FUTURE KACDL EDUCATION 
Leading criminal defense litigators teaching on the latest thinking 

2015 KACDL Annual Conference & Criminal Defense Seminar 
Friday, October 30, 2015, The Galt House Hotel, Louisville, KY 

Reducing low level non-violent misdemeanors to pre-payable violations. Reduction of minor non-
violent offenses would save county jail expenses by eliminating incarceration; county and state 
prosecution expenses by removing cases from court; state judicial branch expenses by reducing 
court dockets; and state public defender expenses by eliminating the right to appointed counsel 
for these offenses. Offenders would still be held accountable with fines and convictions. Offenses 
include Possession of Marijuana, Possession of Drugs in Improper Container, Possession of Drug 
Paraphernalia, Criminal Trespass in the Second and Third Degrees, Criminal Littering, Unlawful 
Assembly, and Disorderly Conduct in the Second Degree. This was filed in 2015 as House Bill 305. 
 
Class D felony expungement, once certain conditions are met, enables former offenders to be 
more productive citizens, pay taxes and meet family obligations as it helps them obtain and 
maintain employment.  In 2015 HB 40 passed the House by a large bi-partisan margin 84-14 but 
was not considered by the Senate. According to Kentucky Administrative Office of the Courts and 
the Kentucky State Police, 94,645 Kentuckians are eligible for class D felony expungement. Under 
KRS 431.078(5) there is a $100 fee for a person having their felony expunged with $50 going to the 
general fund and $50 to the clerk. If all eligible persons had their felony expunged it would mean 
$4.7 million to the general fund and $4.7 million to a trust and agency account for deputy clerks. 
 
Create a Gross Misdemeanor classification for some serious non-violent offenses Gross 
Misdemeanors would carry sentences up to 24 months with presumptive probation.  Sentences, if 
served, would for all purposes be treated as state sentences. Offenders would be held accountable 
through penalties, supervision, and conviction, but would not face the lifelong consequences of a 
felony conviction. Flagrant Non-Support would be deemed a Gross Misdemeanor.  Delinquent 
parents could work on probation to support children without the employment limitations of being 
a convicted felon. Gross Misdemeanors would save state correctional costs by reducing some Class 
D sentences and presumptively requiring probation instead of incarceration. Filed in 2015 as 
House Bill 286 
Felony Flagrant Nonsupport data: 

 Felony Flagrant Nonsupport offenders incarcerated in FY 2015 – 678 
 Felony offenders incarcerated on Flagrant Nonsupport only in FY 2015 – 249 
 Average sentence length for FY 2015 Flagrant Nonsupport only offenders – 1,662 days 

(4.55 years) 
 Total Time served in FY 2015 by Flagrant Nonsupport only offenders – 54,989 days 

A minimum of $3.8 million per year is spent incarcerating the 249 persons only there on a 
Nonsupport sentence. 
 
Require parole for eligible non-violent Class D offenders After serving prison time to reach their 
eligibility date, parole would be granted without a hearing to all Class D inmates unless they are: 

 A violent offender, 
 A sex offender, or 
 Found to have committed a violent disciplinary violation while incarcerated. 

Mandatory parole would save the State Correctional costs currently being spent on non-violent 
offenders who are denied parole by the Parole Board. Filed in 2015 as House Bill 285  
 

KACDL is now 
on social 
media! 

 

 

 

 

“Like” us on 
Facebook 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow us on 
Twitter 

@KACDL 
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Trial By Jury at the Kentucky State Fair 

By: Larry Simon 

Most of you are 
familiar with the 
annual Trial By 
Jury 
presentation at 
the Kentucky 
State Fair, which 
has been 
conducted by 
members of the 
Kentucky Justice 
Association. 
  
KACDL learned 
that the KJA 
decided not to 
sponsor Trial By Jury for 2015 and as a result, KACDL had the opportunity 
to present the trial of an interesting criminal case to the fairgoers. 
  
Trial By Jury is a lot of fun to engage and educate the public about some of 
what we do as criminal defense lawyers and trial attorneys.  This year 
KACDL’s members volunteered their time and kept Trial By Jury alive at 
the Kentucky State Fair for 28 trials over 11 days.   

Thank you! 

Adjust pretrial release standard to 
ensure House Bill 463 requirement for 
release of low-risk defendants is 
consistently applied HB 463 required 
pretrial release without bond for low 
and moderate risk defendants unless 
specific conditions are present (risk of 
flight or danger to others).  In some 
courts, the exceptions have become 
more common than the rule. A court 
decision denying pretrial release to a 
low-risk defendant would have to be 
supported by clear and convincing 
evidence that the defendant is a risk of 
flight or a danger to others. Appellate 
review would result in consistent 
practices statewide.  Consistent pretrial 
release, as intended by HB 463, would 
save county expenses currently being 
spent housing low-risk defendants who 
are not a danger to the public.  Filed in 
2015 as House Bill 284 

 
Modify the persistent felony offender 
statute to reserve the highest 
sentences for violent offenders and 
career criminals PFO sentencing would 
be available if the offender: 

 Has twice previously been 
convicted of felony offenses or 
has a prior conviction for a 
crime against a minor (same as 
current requirements for PFO, 
1st Degree); and 

 Is convicted of a violent 
offense. 

The jury, considering the facts of an 
individual case and defendant, could 
elect not to use PFO to raise the 
defendant’s sentence. Prior felonies 
would be limited to those for which a 
sentence was completed within the past 
15 years. Filed in 2015 as House Bill 304 

 
DOC data as of July 10, 2015 
Commonwealth is spending 
$63,405,339 to incarcerate 2,877 
individuals serving PFO-enhanced 
sentences for non-violent offenses.  The 
average sentence of these individuals is 
more than 20 years.  By the end of their 
sentence, the total cost will be more 
than $1.3 billion to house these non-
violent offenders. 
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Bare Reference to “Age,” “Personal Knowledge” and/or “Gut Feeling,” 
Without the Addition of Some Rationale to Discern a Non-Racial  

Motivation, Does not Satisfy the Batson v. Kentucky Test. 

Roy Durham @ky.gov 

 

The Kentucky Supreme Court rendered its decision in Johnson v. Commonwealth, 450 S.W.3d 696 (Ky. 2014) on 
December 18, 2014, reversing and remanding for a new trial based upon a Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986) 
violation.   
 
The Commonwealth exercised a peremptory strike against Juror Fourteen, one of only two remaining African-
Americans.  Invoking Batson, Appellant challenged the strike.  The prosecutor responded, “One out of five does not 
establish a pattern by any measure so I don’t think we are required to give a race-neutral reason,” indicating a 
mistaken belief that Batson prohibited challenges to racially-motivated preemptive strikes only when the prosecution 
had engaged in a “pattern” of prior strikes of African-American jurors.  Recognizing that the prosecutor’s response 
was contrary to well-established law, the trial court promptly required the Commonwealth to posit a race-neutral 
reason for the strike.  The Commonwealth then proffered, “Well I just felt that based upon her age and obviously I 
went to school with her and I felt like…I felt more of the age than anything and based upon kind of my knowledge of 
her, I felt like it was appropriate.”  The Commonwealth added, “Yeah, we just went to school together.  I just don’t 
think she would be a good juror….Just based upon her friends and associates and things like that I know of” and “I 
just think it’s too much of a wildcard.”  The trial court concluded, “Right, I understand.  And you’ve provided what I 
consider to be an acceptable explanation.”   
 
In Batson, the Supreme Court set forth a three-step process for trial courts to follow in adjudication a claim that a 
peremptory challenge was based on race.  First, a prima facie showing that a peremptory challenge has been 
exercised on the basis of race; second a race-neutral basis for striking the juror in question and third, purposeful 
discrimination.   

The Race-Neutral Reason for Striking a Juror.   
It is self-evident that, for this step of Batson to have any significance at all, the expressed basis for the strike must rise 
above the level of an inexplicable excuse and reach, at least, to the level of a coherent reason for the strike.  Age may 
be an appropriate race-neutral reason; something more than the simple word itself, “age,” is required to convert an 
excuse into a reason.   
 
The prosecutor’s bare reference to his personal knowledge, as with his reliance upon “age,” without the addition of 
some rationale to discern a non-racial motivation, does not satisfy prong two of the Batson test.  The problem with 
accepting a naked assertion like, “my knowledge of her…her friends and associates and things like that I know of” is 
that these type of statements would mask the same unconstitutional bias that Batson forbids if, and as a purely 
hypothetical example, all that the prosecutor knew about Juror Fourteen was that she was black and so were her 
friends.  In other words, the simple expression, “based upon kind of my knowledge of her” does nothing to dispel the 
prima facie case that the strike is racially motivated.    
The explanation that Juror Fourteen was stricken from the  venire upon the prosecutor’s feeling that “I just don’t 
think she would be a good juror…I just think it’s too much of a wildcard, lacks the clarity and reasonable specificity 
need to satisfy step two of the Batson test.  Those statements, true as they may be, suffer from the same deficiency 
as his other efforts to circumvent the Batson challenge.  The proffered statements are really no reason or explanation 
at all.  Indeed, their very vagueness alone could fairly point toward a conclusion that they are merely pretextual.   
 
This case now supports that age, personal knowledge and/or a trial lawyer’s instinct or gut feeling can be the 
legitimate basis for a race-neutral reason but there must be some articulable, case-related reason attached to it. 
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Executive Director’s Column 
Heather Drake, Executive Director, can be reached at director@kacdl.net 

I have been working over the past few months to make the services provided 
through your KACDL membership as user-friendly as possible.  By the time your 
receive your 2016 Membership Invoice we will have a better system in place to keep 
track of our membership so that information will be distributed to you as quickly as 
possible.  Please be sure to let me know of any updated contact information when 
you submit your 2016 Membership Dues. 

KACDL’s members-only ListServ has also undergone a process to make it a better 
tool for members.  To post a question to KACDL’s membership, simply send an email 
to kydefenders@kacdl.net.  If you have an answer, you can reply directly to the 
member asking a question by simply hitting “Reply” just as you would do in a normal 
email.  When your answer might be beneficial to the entire membership and applies 

to criminal defense practice in general and not only to a specific case, then click “Reply All.”  While we still have some 
tweaking to insure KACDL’s ListServ continues to be a helpful tool for members, we do hope this clarifies some issues 
you may have had.  Remember, KACDL’s ListServ is a members-only benefit. 

KACDL’s 29th Annual Conference & Criminal Defense Seminar will be here before you know it (Friday, October 30th to 
be exact).  Scroll to the next page to see the newly-released brochure.  We absolutely cannot wait to present this 
conference to you all and know that you will be thrilled with the agenda. KACDL’s Annual Conference is truly unique in 
its ability to bring together the criminal defense community in Kentucky.  Please take this opportunity and use it to 
both educate yourself and network with your colleagues from across Kentucky.  The Galt House Hotel in Louisville has 
been gracious enough to allow us to host there once again.  You can print page 10 of this Newsletter and send it back 

to me to register.  You need to register no later than October 15th
!  We hope to see everyone there. Please 

do not hesitate to email me at director@kacdl.net if you have any questions.   

KACDL Contact Information: 

 

Heather Drake, Executive Director 
 email: director@kacdl.net  

 (502) 594-1375      
P.O. Box 7582, Louisville, KY 40257    

 
*Listserv email: kydefenders@kacdl.net       

www.kacdl.net 
 

 
*YOU MUST BE A PAID MEMBER TO POST TO THE LISTSERV! 

mailto:kydefenders@kacdl.net
mailto:director@kacdl.net
mailto:director@kacdl.net
http://www.kacdl.net/
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